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EGDF response on the Digital Markets Act

About EGDF

1. The European Games Developer Federation e.f. (EGDF)1 unites national trade
associations representing game developer studios based in 19 European countries:
Austria (PGDA), Belgium (FLEGA), Czechia (GDACZ), Denmark (Producentforeningen),
Finland (Suomen pelinkehitta ̈ja ̈t), France (SNJV), Germany (GAME), Italy (IIDEA),  Malta
(MVGSA), Netherlands (DGA), Norway (Produsentforeningen), Poland (PGA), Romania
(RGDA), Serbia (SGA), Spain (DEV), Sweden (Spelplan-ASGD), Slovakia (SGDA), Turkey
(TOGED) and the United Kingdom (TIGA). Through its members, EGDF represents more
than 2 500 game developer studios, most of them SMEs, employing more than 35 000
people.

2. The games industry represents one of Europe’s most compelling economic success
stories, relying on a strong IP framework, and is a rapidly growing segment of the creative
industries. The European digital single market area is the third-largest market for video
games globally. In 2019, Europe’s video games market was worth €21bn, and the industry
has registered a growth rate of 55% over the past five years in key European markets2. All
in all, there are around 5000 game developer studios and publishers in Europe, employing
closer to 80 000 people.3

3. The gatekeeper role of very large online platforms is no longer limited solely to digital
distribution. Especially on mobile games markets, they play an increasingly important role
as providers of networks for advertisement, attribution and analytics services to measure
the effectiveness of the advertisement, the operating system for running the game, cloud
services for hosting the files, crash analytics, performance measurement tools, hosting
services, machine learning tools, database services and authentication and cloud
messaging services. Consequently, it is crucial to address their dominant role across the
whole digital value chain and ecosystem.

3 European Games Industry in 2018:
http://www.egdf.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/European-Report-on-the-Game-Development-Industry-in-2018.pdf

2 ISFE Key Facts 2020  from GameTrack Data by Ipsos MORI and commissioned by ISFE https://www.isfe.eu/data-key-facts/

1 For more information, please visit www.egdf.eu
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1. In general

EGDF welcomes the Digital Markets Act

EGDF welcomes the Digital Markets Act as it will secure fairer competition and more
predictable market access for European SMEs in the European Digital Single Market Area.

Especially in mobile game markets, European SMEs rely more and more on usually
non-European digital conglomerates.  The so-called P2B regulation4, which entered into
force in 2020, brought much-needed transparency and fairness to the B2B contacts
European SMEs have with digital distribution platforms. The proposed Digital Markets Act
would go beyond that and bring new rights and predictability also on other core digital
services. Furthermore, it would significantly limit the possibilities of gatekeeper platforms
to restrict and control the development of digital markets.

Digital Markets Act is the right tool for the right challenge

One of the main challenges of the European competition law is that its enforcement is
hopelessly low. If a major dominant platform forces a competing service provider out from
the markets or blocks its access to markets, the competition law investigation can take
years. However, the service provider will go bankrupt within a year. Digital Markets Act
would solve this by bringing much-needed predictability and trust to digital markets, as
European service providers could be sure that their services would not be blocked by
competing gatekeeper platforms.

2. Detailed comments

Article 2 – the definitions: from core platforms services to core digital services

At the moment, it is entirely normal for European game developer studios to have several
different contracts with different core platform services belonging to the same corporate
group (e.g. Alphabet). Some of these services would be covered by both the
aforementioned P2B regulation and proposed DMA regulation (e.g. Google Play Store),
some of them only by DMA regulation (e.g. Google cloud services) and some neither of
them (possibly Google AI services). The definition of core platforms services should be
widened to cover all digital services provided by companies belonging to a gatekeeper
digital corporate group. This would secure that European SMEs know and can use their
rights correctly. It would ensure that it is clear for core platform services what their
obligations are. Furthermore, it would make the proposed regulation more future proof,

4 Regulation (EU) 2019/1150 of the European Parliament and the Council on promoting fairness and transparency for
business users of online intermediation services:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?toc=OJ%3AL%3A2019%3A186%3ATOC&uri=uriserv%3AOJ.L_.2019.186.01
.0057.01.ENG
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Article 5a – an obligation to refrain from combining personal data without end-user
consent

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requires a game developer and a platform to
agree on what personal data game developer gives for the platform and how it is
processed (and vice versa). Therefore game developers must have effective means to
evaluate data protection risks and liabilities connected with each platform and service
linked to them.

Therefore data transparency isn’t just a question of developer’s access to data from
platforms. An equally important question is how the platforms use the data they are
forcing game developers to give to them.

Consequently, on the other hand, EGDF welcomes the fact that Article 5a would force core
platforms services in the data value chain to refrain from combining personal data
collected from games with other personal data available through their other services. On
the other hand, EGDF warns that this would further magnify the current trend of core
platform services pushing business users to encourage end-users to give their consent for
data processing instead of using other potentially more privacy-friendly legal grounds like
legitimate interest for data processing.

Article 5b – an obligation to allow business users to offer the same products or
services to end-users through third-party platforms

EGDF welcomes this article, as there are still platforms that do not allow game developers
or publishers to offer games at lower prices on other platforms.

Furthermore, the Parliament and Council should consider widening this obligation to cover
all restrictions to pricing by core platform services. Currently, Apple uses pricing tiers that
do not allow game developers to choose the price of their game freely. This significantly
limits the possibilities for game developers to compete with lowering or increasing the
price of the game in the Apple Appstore.

Article 5c – an obligation to allow business users to promote offers and conclude contracts
with end-users outside the gatekeeper platform

Apple and Google5, for example, do not currently allow game developers to promote an
opportunity to pay and conclude the contract outside their platform. Consequently, this
article would significantly boost the fair competition of payment services in the European
digital single market area.

5 For more information, please visit
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/aug/13/fortnite-maker-lawsuit-apple-app-store-removal
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Article 5d – an obligation to refrain from preventing or restricting business users
from raising issues with any relevant public authority related to any practice of
gatekeepers

It is entirely normal that B2B agreements with platform services include strict
non-disclosure and confidentiality agreements. In some cases, they still have clauses that
make it unclear whether or not European businesses are allowed to report the
malpractices of the platforms to public authorities.

Article 5e – an obligation to refrain from requiring business users to use
identification service of gatekeeper

At the moment, some potential core platform services require game developers to use
their identification services. This limits the market access of the competing and European
identification services.

Article 5f – an obligation to refrain from requiring business users to register any
other core platform service

Some core platform services are bundling some of their services together with their other
services. Google, for example, forces game developers to use Google analytics while using
Google advertisement networks. This creates a significant market access barrier for small
specialised and more privacy-friendly European service providers.  Consequently, Article 5f
should clearly mention that bundling core platform services is not allowed.

Article 6a – an obligation for core platform services to refrain from using data
generated by their competing services on their platform

Article 6c would allow European game publishers to introduce competing application
stores in Apple AppStore, for example. When this happens, Apple must not be allowed to
use data it collects from these competing application stores to give an unfair competitive
advantage for its own services.

Article 6c – an obligation to allow third-party applications and application stores

At the moment, Apple, for example, does not allow alternative third-party application
stores on its platform. This means that European cloud gaming services or European game
developers or publishers willing to launch their own application stores cannot directly
access Apple’s platform. This is a serious competitive disadvantage for European
businesses willing to launch competing services to Apple’s game subscription service, for
example. Consequently, Article 6c must be approved.

Article 6d – an obligation to refrain from ranking the services provided by
gatekeeper more favourably than competing services

Some providers of the core platform services are also game publishers. In order to secure
fair competition between these gatekeepers and other third-party game publishers,
gatekeepers must not be allowed to favour their own games in their search rankings.
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However, unfair rankings are not the only form of unfair preferential treatment. Apple, for
example, has offered preferential treatment of certain big tech companies allowing them
to do more than other companies on their platform. In order to ensure that the
Commission and competition authorities have ways to monitor the market development
and identify potential market failures, all differentiated treatment should be made
completely transparent.

Currently, only digital distribution platforms have to disclose any differentiated treatment.
This obligation should be widened to cover all core platform services.

Article 6e –  an obligation not to restrict access to applications or services

Apple recently threatened to block the use of the Unreal game engine on its platform to
pressure its developer Epic games to stop challenging its contractual terms6. In order to
ensure that European game developers do accidentally become collateral damage in the
legal battles between non-European internet giants by being kicked out from an
application store if they use a wrong game engine, it is crucial that this kind of behaviour is
explicitly forbidden for providers of core platform services.

Article 6f – an obligation to treat third party ancillary services equally to the
ancillary services run by the gatekeeper

Often, the contract terms of large platforms make it very difficult to use third-party service
providers. At the moment, for example, Apple set’s significant limitations on what payment
systems game developers can use and sets contractual restrictions for allowing third party
payment systems on its platforms and is now establishing new technical limitations for
using other advertisement attribution solutions than their SKAdNetworks.

At the same time, Youtube does not provide ways for game developers to monetise videos
about their games. Game developers should receive a remuneration similar to that of
music producers from the advertisement in “let’s play” videos. Many video streaming
services provide music producers with a share of remuneration for the music used in the
videos. The same tools should be made available for game developers whose content is
used in gameplay videos. At a minimum, game streamers should have an opportunity to
donate part of the advertisement revenue paid to them to game developers.

All this seriously hinders the market access of innovative European ancillary services and
hinders the growth of European digital markets. Therefore the Digital Markets Act should
force core platform services to allow third-party ancillary services to access their platform
with the same conditions as their own services.

Article 6g – an obligation to allow advertisers and ad publishers to use
independent verification services

It is crucial that all services that have reached a gatekeeper role are forced to allow
independent verification of their advertisement services.

6 https://arstechnica.com/gaming/2020/08/impending-apple-ban-an-existential-threat-to-the-unreal-engine-epic-says/
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Article 6h – an obligation to allow data portability for business users

When a game becomes a viral hit, it has to scale up from thousands of players locally to
millions of players globally in some days. European cloud platforms aren’t big enough for
enabling game developers to scale up their businesses quick enough. Therefore, the new
opportunities for European service providers are connected with services that make it
possible to give some parts of the services to smaller European operators instead of global
ones. This naturally requires strong B2B data portability and interoperability.

Article 6i – an obligation to provide business users access to aggregated and
non-aggregated data generated by those business users to a core platform service

The parent companies of large online platforms should be completely transparent about
all data, both personal and non-personal, their digital distribution platforms and other B2B
services collect. Sometimes the data given from one company in the corporate group can
turn from the non-personal data to personal data when combined with another dataset
collected by another company in the same group.

Consequently, the Digital Markets Act should introduce an obligation to disclose the both
personal and the non-personal data core platform services are collecting from, for
example, games. This would help companies to estimate their data breach risks better. At
the moment, game developers do not have any overview (and thus no control over
possible data breach risks) of how a core platform service uses the data and as a platform
de facto reserves the rights to use the data almost as they wish in their contract terms.

Article 6j – an obligation to allow data access for third-party search engines

This requirement should be widened to an obligation allowing third party search engines
in gatekeeper application stores. Currently, discoverability is one of the main challenges
for European game developers. Unfortunately, it is not, for example, possible to
specifically search French, Latvian or German games from the leading mobile application
stores.

Article 6k – an obligation to apply fair and non-discriminatory general conditions of
access to application stores

When a core platform service has reached a gatekeeper market position, traders are
forced to accept the quickly changing B2B contracts or leave the business. For example, in
mobile environments, the developers of mobile applications have no bargaining power
towards the distribution platforms. For this reason, the fair and non-discriminatory
general conditions should specifically cover the following issues.

Ending arbitrary behaviour

Currently, other core platform services than digital distribution platforms do not need to
justify their decisions or reply to contact requests of European SMEs. Consequently, this
requirement should be widened to cover all core platform services under the Digital
Markets Act.
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No non-assertion clauses

Some platforms might force you to grant all IPRs to them. Nowadays, it is rare to see full
non-assertion clauses, but they still pop up now and then. As a game developer does not
usually have the resources to sue a large platform, it effectively means that the platform
can exploit your IP free of charge. This practice should be prohibited.

Choice of jurisdiction should always be allowed to be in Europe

Usually, the choice of jurisdiction cannot be changed. It is just stated by the platform (for
European based platforms, it is usually Ireland, for US-based platforms California etc.).
Furthermore, one may have several different jurisdictions with the same large platform
under different contracts: USA, England, Ireland, etc.

Platforms should not have a right to make promises to consumers on behalf of the
game developers

According to the European consumer law, games have to meet the promises made on
their functionality. Especially when new devices are launched, platforms can make
promises on behalf of game developers and publishers on the new features that are
extremely difficult to realise (e.g., all previous device generation games will be working on
the new device).

Sufficient notification times for major changes on B2B contract and market
practices

Initially, Apple gave only two months for markets to take necessary actions following its
decision to de facto block access advertising identifiers for third parties. Although this
Apple’s decision can be well justified from a privacy perspective, giving only two months
for third-party services to rebuild their systems relying on Apple’s advertisement identifiers
caused significant challenges for small European service providers.  Furthermore, it is clear
that two months, in the middle of the European holiday season, is not long enough
notification time to allow companies to redesign their services. In the end, this time, the
deadline was luckily extended.

The new regulation should provide sufficient time (e.g. six months) for markets to react to
major changes in the terms and conditions of core platform services. Furthermore, the
regulation should limit the possibilities of platforms to introduce anti-competitive contract
terms (e.g. banning the use of third-party services.)

Furthermore, the EU rules for the contracts with digital distribution platforms should be
widened to cover all non-negotiable B2B contracts in the digital value chain.

Fair and non-discriminatory is not enough; the general conditions have to be also
clear and understandable

Even legal experts struggle to have a good overview of all contracts their companies have
with distribution platforms and other services run by the same parent company. A game
developer might have up to 10 to 20 different contracts with a single company providing a
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number of different core platform services. Furthermore, usually, these contracts are not
separate ones. Instead, they are linked to each other with cross-references, and the
content of agreements can change at the platform’s sole discretion making it extremely
difficult for a developer to stay up to date on their contracts.

Consequently, contracts with all services linked to the core platform services (e.g. by
sharing the data aggregated by the large platform or contractually linked to it) should be
included under the scope of the new regulation.

As the recent Apple iOS14 changes demonstrate, platforms can currently introduce
significant changes in the data value chain on extremely short and unclear notice. This
creates substantial market uncertainty for all actors in the value chain, as they cannot be
sure if and when their distribution platform will ban the cornerstones of their data
pipelines.

B2B contract terms should always be clear and understandable in the data value chain.
They should be particularly clear when dominant market players introduce major changes
impacting the whole data value chain. Currently, this obligation is limited only to digital
distribution platforms and should therefore be widened to cover all core platform services.
European SMEs that do not usually have any other choice than use services from large
platforms should at least be able to understand their contract terms.

A responsibility to reply to questions for business users

At the moment, only distribution platforms have a responsibility to reply to B2B
customers. This obligation should be widened to cover all core platform services under the
Digital Markets Act. According to European consumer protection regulation, a game
developer studio has to provide customer service and contact persons for customers.
However, core platform services are not transparent in their terms and conditions on
which one of their subsidiaries is responsible for what in the value chain and who to
contact when consumer support issues are connected with core platform services.
Sometimes several companies are listed in the “legal notes”.

Article 26 – No penalty race between regulatory silos

In general, EGDF welcomes the harmonisation of penalties on the European level, as it
would clarify the implementation of the regulation in Europe. However, EGDF underlines
that under no circumstance fines should be used to set the hierarchy between different
regulatory fields (e.g. consumer protection, data protection, competition and tax
regulation). Any kind of penalty race between these regulatory fields determining what
regulation a trader follows, when the regulatory requirements contradict each other, has
to be stopped before it even starts. Consequently, the Digital Market Act should follow the
example of GDPR and set the maximum penalty level at 4% of global turnover.
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3. Missed opportunities

Although EGDF sees the proposed Digital Markets Act, in general, as well-drafted and balanced,
some areas require further discussion.

Defending fundamental freedoms in the platform economy

An obligation to balance fundamental rights

GDPR mainstreamed the right to privacy in Europe. The Digital Markets Act should do the
same with other fundamental freedoms like freedom of arts, freedom to conduct business
and freedom of expression in the platform economy. By principle, core platform services
should evaluate and balance all their policies on content and services allowed on their
platforms from the perspective of fundamental freedoms of all kind: freedom or arts and
expression, protection of minors from harmful content and securing their access to
culture, right for privacy, free movement of services on the digital single market area,
freedom to conduct business, protection from discrimination etc.

An obligation for making platform level censorship transparent

There should be no limitations for freedom of expression and arts in a dominant platform
when there are no significant alternative routes to markets. Sometimes contracts with
digital distribution platforms require that there will be no content that would breach “any
laws or regulations” worldwide. Still, there are countries where, for example, criticising the
government is a crime. It is against fundamental freedoms of expression and arts to
require European content creators to follow such policies.

As non-European companies run most of the digital content distribution platforms, they
usually follow non-European practices on the content allowed on their platforms. In
practice, this leads to a situation where they often strongly limit the freedom of expression
and arts from a European perspective. Currently, European games do not have the same
freedom to discuss the full range of human emotions as freely as European films
operating in a more diverse distribution environment. This seriously hinders the
development of games as a form of art.

Europeans have the right to know what kind of content is hidden from their eyes. The
Digital Markets Act should introduce an obligation for digital distribution platforms to
announce once a year all games they have removed or blocked access to their digital
distribution platforms in Europe and reasons for doing so.

An obligation to introduce ranking algorithms that respect the freedom of arts and
freedom to conduct business.

AI will bring new challenges for the freedom of arts and freedom to conduct business.
AI-based ranking algorithms, for example, can easily start to discriminate against specific
business models (e.g. ones competing directly with the ones run by the digital distribution
platform that developed the ranking algorithm) or content (e.g. content violating American
standards on sexual content or Chinese standards on political content).
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Furthermore, it is theoretically possible that machine-learning based ranking algorithms
start to accidentally discriminate services from specific regions in the Union by actively
hiding them from the search results. That would be clearly against the freedom to
establish and provide services in the digital single market area.

Thus the Digital Markets Act should introduce an obligation for digital distribution
platforms to ensure that their AI-driven ranking algorithms protect the freedom of arts
and freedom to conduct business.

Allowing game developers and publishers to follow European regulation

As platforms and operating systems are closest to players, they also have the best access
to information about them. Therefore they should be obligated to provide necessary
anonymised data for fulfilling legal obligations in a privacy-friendly way.

An obligation to provide timely access to financial data needed for tax reporting

Game developers do not always get their financial data from platforms in time for their
mandatory tax reporting. Currently, it takes, for example, for Google seven days to provide
accurate financial information on the sales from the previous month. However, many
studios that are part of larger corporate groups have to report their financial data to their
mother company in five days after the end of the reporting period so that their mother
company can file a tax report in time. This leads to a significant unnecessary
administrative burden for game developer studios as tax reporting data must be
constantly corrected.

Furthermore, some platforms have had problems providing their monthly sales reports in
an understandable format for SMEs. These complex sales reports have caused delays and
errors in tax reporting when accountants misinterpret them. Furthermore, it is challenging
to notice when, for example, Apple has paid taxes to third countries covered by double
taxation clauses in bilateral tax agreements and which could be reimbursed to game
developer studios.

Consequently, the Digital Markets Ac should introduce an obligation for digital distribution
platforms to:

1. to provide a clear invoice/receipt stating which one of their global subsidiaries are
paying the money for a game developer/publisher and list all taxes and other
payments explaining the difference between the in-game sales recorded and the
sum paid for the game developer.

2. to provide the financial reports within one working day after the end of the
financial period.

Secondly, some platforms, which are not taking care of VAT payments for B2C transactions
on behalf of the game developer, do not provide the information needed to identify the
country the consumer is coming for VAT/sales tax reporting purposes. This has been a
particularly big problem for crowdfunding platforms operating through pre-payments. The
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Digital Markets Act should therefore introduce an obligation to provide necessary data
required for tax reporting.

Obligation to provide necessary location data required for fulfilling national
consumer protection obligations in Europe

Each Member State country still has several country-specific consumer protection
requirements. Furthermore, consumer protection rules are highly fragmented on the
global digital markets. Thus, the game developer needs players’ location data to know
what national consumer protection safeguards to apply to them. Unfortunately, the
platforms or operating systems do not necessarily communicate this information
automatically for the applications installed on the device. Therefore, the Digital Markets
Act should introduce an obligation to provide necessary location data required for fulfilling
national legal obligations in Europe.

An obligation for digital distribution platforms to provide a way to provide required
pre-contractual information for consumers

In particular, when it comes to pre-contractual information under European consumer law,
the implementation guidelines and national legal requirements are constantly changing.
Consequently, the Digital Markets Act should introduce an obligation for digital
distribution platforms to provide a way to provide required pre-contractual information in
their online stores.

An obligation to provide access to data needed to fulfil European protection of
minors and accessibility requirements

Currently, game developers do not necessarily know if the protection of minors functions
have been activated on the user device. If the operating system communicated this
information to all applications installed on the user device, the game developers could
automatically take necessary precautions. The same applies to accessibility functions on
the operating system level. Information about them being activated would help game
developers to propose activating in-game accessibility features as well. Consequently, the
Digital Markets Act should introduce an obligation to provide access to data needed to
fulfil European protection of minors and accessibility requirements.

An obligation to provide access to GDPR consent management data

Currently, several advertisement frameworks provided by core platform services are
pushing for consent as a lawful basis for processing personal data. However, game
developers do not necessarily have access to sufficient data to connect the GDPR consents
with each player. Therefore, the Digital Markets Act should introduce an obligation
requiring core platform services to give a better access to their GDPR consent
management data so that game developers and publishers can be sure that an end-user
has provided the required consent for data processing.
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An obligation to provide clear information on regulatory responsibilities

Often, the core platform services push all the obligations of following EU/national
regulation to the hands of the game developers. Instead, they should carefully identify the
areas they are responsible for and help European SMEs understand their detailed
responsibilities in different countries.

For more information, please contact

Jari-Pekka Kaleva

Managing Director, EGDF

jari-pekka.kaleva@egdf.eu

+358 40 716 3640

www.egdf.eu
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